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Synthesis Of Arts In Architecture Of Uzbekistan
Of The Ancient Period
Nurmukhamedova Shoira Zahidovna
Abstract: As in ancient architecture of Greece and Rome there was an interconnection between picturesque and monumental forms of arts, in antique
period in the architecture of Uzbekistan there was a tight connection between architecture and such forms of picturesque arts as monumental painting,
sculpture. Determinant factor of their application was the scale of the monument itself, the height of the walls, the conditions of viewing. These forms of
arts represented an organic unity in regard to architecture, improved it by color and plastic solutions, underlying and emphasizing the architectonics of
the interior by art means.
Index Terms: monumental sculpture and painting, synthesis in art, architectonics, relief, bass relief, wall painting, murals, Asian traditional means,
frieze, art effect, scale.
————————————————————

1. INTRODUCTION
In different periods of the history of architecture in Central
Asia, there was a close relationship between architecture and
fine arts such as a monumental painting, sculpture. For
example, the findings in the temple of Oxus made by the
Greeks or Hellenized Bactrians, certify that in Bactria in IV-II
centuries BC there were local sculpture schools [1]. Even in
Chinese chronicles there were evidences of monumental
paintings in Central Asian monuments, praising the colorful
murals in the building of Kushaniya [2], where the walls had
"written paintings" of the kings of various countries. This
process could be followed on the monuments of ancient period
in the territory of North and South Bactria, Khorezm,
Sogdiana, Eastern Parthia, "where the synthesis of the arts
was formed with the involvement of Greek art and culture, but
looked different" [3, 228p]. Synthesis of arts, which reached in
the early Middle Ages an amazing height, could be seen in
such monuments as Toprak-kala, Pyanjikent, Varakhsha,
Balalyktepa. Murals decorated the temples, palaces, castles,
houses, etc. Monumental sculpture was mainly used in the
temples and palaces. This connection has been interrupted
during the Arab conquest, when figurative elements were
gradually displaced from the architecture. But a new artistic
splash could be seen in the era of Temur and Temurids. An
attempt to disclosure this issue was made by V.L. Voronina [4]
on the examples of medieval architectural monuments
(Pyanjikent, Varakhsha, Afrasiab). If we turn to the history of
world architecture, it is possible to observe the different
degrees of relationship between fine arts and monumental
arts. For example, in ancient Greece, the architecture of which
differs in compositional logicality, means of sculpture
composition, due to plastic properties, the ancient builders
reinforced the sense of interaction between the sculpture and
architecture [5].
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Greek architects sought to include the sculptures not only into
the composition of the facades (on the gables, the walls), but
also into the interior; their role was "to deepen and reveal a
rich artistic and ideological content of the temple‖ [6, 202p]. In
ancient Rome, the murals covering the entire surface of the
walls of houses, as well as mosaics were used as a
decoration.

2. SCULPTURE
By means of a painting "the closed character of a Roman
house and the tightness of its rooms were visually expanded‖
[7, 481p]. A special place was occupied by small arts and in
ancient architecture of Uzbekistan the main types were
presented by sculptures, colorful wall paintings, though in
ancient time "plastic art prevailed over picturesque one‖ [8,
214p]. The attitude to the smoothness of the wall was special
already in the Achaemenid period, when pilaster sides,
cornices, toothes-merlons were introduced. Two voluminous
hollow sculptures in the form of a ram's head, found in
Kanibadam, Tajikistan [9], refer to V-III centuries BC.
According to E.V. Rtveladze, "it is possible that they were a
part of the sculpture composition, which adorned the interior of
a building" [10, 450p]. These traditions were kept on in the
future, when the sculpture was actively introduced into the
architecture and its location "was subordinated to laying out of
architectural surfaces and strict rhythm‖ [11, 19].To decorate
the walls, depending on the purpose of the building, the
projecting cornices, grilles, special veneer, stucco garlands
were used. However, it should be noted that the use of the
means of fine arts was limited - "only in the key elements of
volume and spatial compositions of the buildings‖ [12, 43]. For
example, if in Buddhist temples or buildings they were actively
used, in Zoroastrian buildings there existed а "relative hostility
of the cult idols"[13,64], in Achaemenid Iran figurative
elements were excluded, but were widely spread in the period
of Hellenization. So, in Bactrian temples, "dedicated to the
gods of Avesta pantheon, their images were numerous"[14,
210p].

2.1. PLACE OF USE OF A SCULPTURE
The main place of use of small arts was the interior (Toprakkala, Khalchayan), as for the exterior they were built by a
combination of simple monumental spaces correlated to
surrounding scale, without the use of any elements (except
antefixes, merlons, etc.). It should be noted that there was a
sharp contrast to three-dimensional composition of the
facades and the interiors. For the ancient builders the
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organization of the interior space was the most important, and
one can recall the words of Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu, that
the reality of the building lies not in the four walls and a roof,
but in the interior space designed for life. Apparently, the
architects of the time adhered to this principle. The exteriors
correlated to urban scale, while interiors, oriented to human
scale, differing in color deepness and plastic design of the
walls, and were the antithesis to the facades. Here one could
examine the process of submission of fine arts to monumental
architecture when artistic means highlighted the compositional
characteristics of a building. For example, the main axis of the
building, its scale or sculptural relief performed the function of
the finishing frieze wall.

2.2. USED MATERIAL
The basic building material for the sculptures to be installed in
the temples was material at hand - oily plastic clay of
yellowish-brown color with a thin cover of alabaster (Toprakkala), which was always painted and "the technique of
sculpture painting maintained the art techniques of wall
paintings‖ [15, 66p]. Sometimes a combination of clay and
gypsum was used, with a special set retarding additive –a
mucilage added to it. The use of gypsum required from
sculptors a quickness of action and a great skill. The clay was
thoroughly processed, washed, and (to avoid further cracking
when it dries) small particles of reed or bird fluff were added to
it». Thanks to such pretreatment of clay, the sculptures of
Greco-Bactrian time were long-lasting (for example, the age of
sculptures at Ai-Khanum and Oxus temple is more than 2,300
years). According to the I.R. Pichikyan’s opinion, the choice of
clay was due to the quickness of its processing and final
result, and "there is an opinion that it was caused by local
architectural and decorative tradition; the masters of GrecoBactrian school were working in this manner" [31, 160p]. Due
to the impact of Indian influence a stone was also used marble-like marly limestone of snow-white color, of
homogeneous structure, easily treatable [16]. This material
was used in Greco-Bactrian period when the Greeks in the
Hellenistic approach carved the statues from solid blocks of
stone (Ai-Khanum), in Kushan period when in Buddhist
buildings stone friezes and figures were made by Indian
sculptors (in Fayaztepa, Karatepa). It should be noted that the
works of stone sculpture were more monumental than the
sculptures made of clay and plaster. The very form of the
stone block "defined the introduced into it and gradually
revealed architectural and sculptural shapes and details‖ [17,
199p]. Also, this material was used as the coating of buildings:
for bases, cornices, capitals, pilasters, friezes, especially in
ceremonial structures, as well as for fine architectural details
(acanthus, antefixes et.al.). The use of stone the researchers
have associated with Buddhist religious buildings of Kushan
time [18]. According to E.V. Rtveladze, "there was a metal and
a combined sculpture" [19, 95p] (Kampyrtepa). For example,
Arab and Persian geographers mentioned the cult statues that
stood in the temples and town squares, and one of the
Sogdian texts from Eastern Turkestan told about the temples
with idols made of silver and copper, inlaid with precious
stones [20].
2.3. TECHNICAL FEATURES
The relief had dominated in a sculpture, but it was also done
as bas-relief, high relief (Ayrtam frieze, the palace in Toprakkala), or in the form of round sculpture (with the untreated rear
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side), depending on the location of a sculpture in the overall
composition of certain structures, on the skills of masters
belonging to different art schools. In rare cases, the low relief
(the sculpture in Surkh Kotal) [21], traditional for ancient Iran
and less characteristic for the art of Kushan, was used. Thus,
the "Bactrian sculpture was characterized by monumentality
and strict frontal position‖ [22, 90p]. But round, often threequarter, always wall sculpture, had been rather an exception in
the buildings of Greco-Bactrian period and Buddhist
structures. According to references, the statue of Anahit [23]
was located in the temple of Bactria before the arrival of the
Greeks, and with the arrival of the Greek, the Hellenistic
traditions began to play a significant role in the artistic culture
of Central Asia [24]. In the Hellenistic period the sculpture was
done in full volume and size, often exceeding the human scale
(in Square Hall of Nisa, in the temple of Ai-Khanum in Surkh
Kotal). For example, the sculpture of Ai-Khanum was two and
a half times larger than the life size, this required from the
masters an "excellent knowledge of modeling techniques and
strengthening the clay mass" [25, 71p]. By the scale the
sculptors emphasized the position of painted person in the
hierarchy. Hellenistic traditions of erecting the statues of kings
"were transformed over time into the objects of worship and
were placed in sanctuaries‖ [26, 15p]. In Bactria there existed
and were for a long time exercised the temples of Hellenic
Gods (Temple of Dioscurus in Dilberdjin), "visited by both local
descendants of Greek colonists and the Hellenized part of
local population" [27, 82p]. In all probability, Greek deities
were placed there (for example, in the area of Bactria a
sculpture of Hercules of 1 m height was found). As for
Buddhist sculpture in Bactria in III-IV centuries BC, it had a
tendency to increase in size, the researchers explain it by
"lokottar concept, according to which the Buddha has a
supernatural appearance" [28, 597]. For example, the height
of the sculpture of Bodhisattva in Buddhist temple at
Dalverzintepa (DT-25) was about 210 cm [29], and may be
even higher. In the "Hall of Dancing Masks" in Toprak-kala 58
bas-relief were made in full size. But the most import was the
location and the purpose of these sculptures in a particular
interior. Here it should be noted that regardless of the manner
in which the sculpture was created, it was not designed
forround observation butfor frontal viewing only (frontal
composition was typical not only for a sculpture, but
architecture as well). For example, in the temple of Oxus in
Takhti-Sangin 'the location of temple sculpture was designed
for a frontal view, although it was completely formed" [30,
159p]. Therefore, in a round sculpture (Khalchayan) the head
has been done in full volume, and the shoulders and the chest
- in a three-quarter relief, the torso – in bas-relief, and the rear
part was nearly not processed.

2.4. PLACE OF USE OF A SCULPTURE
The gradual increase of volume was an Asian technique in
sculpture compositions typical for early antique period,
whereas later such differences did not exist. This method was
designed to create the best visual effect, "correcting visual
displacements caused by high location of the sculpture in
narrow hall interiors" [16, 105]. For example, in Greek
sculpture a more flexible technique of "gradual and repeated
treatment of the entire surface of the statue" [6, 209p] was
used, designed for more dynamic and vital perception. Central
Asian architects of the ancient period, perceiving the space
holistically, installed the round sculptures in a special space on
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the walls of buildings. It could be decorative niches (of spiral
form in the Hall of Warriors), small rectangular "shelves" (in
the Hall of Victories), rectangular niches with arched ends
(Surkh-Kotal), arches of different contour (semicircular ones or
pointed upwards). "An arch as a compositional basis for the
image of Buddha was known in stone sculpture of Buddhist
monuments in Northern Bactria [31, 597p]. For example, in
Square Hall at Old Nisa (III-II centuries BC) the statues were
placed on the top tier in intercolumniation Corinthian order, in
special niches in one interval. In Buddhist sanctuary DT-1the
wall sculpture in the "Hall of Kings" and joss-houses were
placed over the socle of the stupa, in the temple of Ai-Khanum
- on sufa, bending round the cella, in Ayrtam - on capital-like
block, in the sanctuary of Dt-9 - on a low sufa "at the level of
viewing by those who comes to worship [14, 214p]. In the
monastery complex in Karatepa an arrangement of niche,
which was previously the location of a statue of seated
Buddha, was not accidental: "It seemed to be directing the
attention of those who enter the monastery to the face of
"Great teacher."Stone sculpture in ground monastery of
Fayaztepa was a high relief with the image of Buddha
surrounded by 2 monks arranged into keeled arch [32]. In
Khoresm, in the Hall of Kings, a special boxes were designed
for the sculptures (23-24) at a height of 1.1 meters, separated
by partitions, "the very architecture of the Hall of the Kings was
largely subordinated to the necessity to position the sacred
statue" [33, 120p]. In Toprak-Kala, in the "Hall of Dancing
Masks", in addition to the three major niches in the walls of the
room there were found smaller niches for accommodation of
bas-relief panels [34]. So, there were no regularities to install
the sculptures and "the whole sculpture was seen as one of
the kinds of inner decor of the wall" [35, 81p]. According to
G.A. Pugachenkova, the tradition of placing the royal statues
in separately designated locations began from the era of
Kanishka (in Surkh-Kotal the statues were located in intercolumnar spans) and presented a stylistic feature of the
monumental art of late antiquity. In the "Hall of Kings" in
Toprak-Kala, according to S.P. Tolstov, was a portrait gallery
of Khoresm Siyavushids, "huge seated statues depicted the
kings and the surrounding statues –their family members, and
god-protectors" [36, 109p]. The isolated location of the figures
symbolized the coming disintegration of the dynasty. However,
it should be noted that "round sculpture, especially of large
forms had no such strong roots in Central Asia" [3, 231p], as
monumental painting, common even before the Hellenistic
conquest. Wall and high relief compositions had dominated,
particularly in the design of Buddhist monuments (stupas).

2.5. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF SCULPTURE
Methods and techniques of sculptural modeling have been
also changed over time. But basically all the relief elements
were prepared on the basis of clay blanks, fixed in the wall.
Bulk elements had an internal frame and with wooden pins the
sculpture was fastened to the wall. The Ai-Khanum statues
had wood reinforced core, which was built up by clay. In
Halchayan the role of the frame was performed by reed sticks
and reed bundles. And large-scale sculptures (as in SurkhKotal), "demanded from the masters great modeling skills and
techniques of strengthening the clay mass» [23, 71p].
Generally, the sculptors outlined the general contour of future
statues in the form of reinforced blanks made of clay.
Modeling was carried out mainly by hand, and thanks to multi-
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layer approach (0.5 to 2.5 cm thick) the sculpture was strong
enough and there were no cracks. If a clay-plaster technique
was used, the clay was covered by a layer of fabric, then by
several layers of plaster (from 5-8 mm to 25-30 mm). After that
a plastic modeling was conducted. In such a technique a wall
sculpture in Buddhist sanctuary in Dalverzintepa has been
made, as well as a male sculpture at Ai-Khanum, the
sculptures in Fayaztepa and Karatepa. Gypsum hadan
excellent property and "in appearance such sculptures were
similar to marble ones" [37, 113p]. It should be noted that in
Greco-Bactrian period the Greek traditions were fresh, they
were supported by the rulers and their courtiers. According to
P. Bernard, "an original contribution of Greco-Bactrian masters
to sculpting technique was a combination of shtukand
unbaked clay" [38, 123p]. Also, so common in Greece
chrysoelephantin technique (when the hair and clothes were
covered with thin sheets of gold, and the face, hands and feet
- with ivory plates) received a different interpretation in Bactria
[30, 181p]. In Ai-Khanum the head and limbs were made of
precious stone - the Mediterranean marble, and all the rest from plain materials. In addition, they were performed in a
realistic manner in the form of a thorough elaboration of
muscles.

2.6. COMMUNICATION OF A SCULPTURE WITH ARCHITECTURE
The plots of the images were wildlife pictures (Toprak-kala),
people (seated or standing) with the individual, and even
psychological depiction of persons (Khalchayan). In Bactria,
monumental sculptures that were intended to be installed in
the temple, "along with statues of god-protectors presented
the statues of kings" [39, 463] and their main content were of
secular plots (the statues of kings, donators), common in
Kushan period and the cult scenes (the sculptures of local
deities in Bactrian temples). For example, a stone bas-relief in
Surkh-Kotal depicted an altar topped by a Corinthian capital
with seated birds and a walking man [40, 189p].The dominant
feature of crowning frieze in Khalchayan palace, where the
main plot was the Dionysian theme, was "the inner drama
depicted by an expressive sculpting of the face" [41, 426p]. In
the temple of Oxus in Takhti-Sangin, in addition to deities
images there were found the sculptures of priests and
dedicants-donators [30, 181p]. Religious, mythological and
genre scenes were spreading widely. In Buddhist structures
they were the images of Buddha and Bodhisattvas, Jataka
stories, the plots of honoring the Buddha, decorative
compositions. The site, which was given to the sculpture, "in
each case was related to the purpose and spacecompositional structure of the building", [42, 222p] i.e., plastic
compositions were subject to architectonics of the wall. A
striking example is, of course, the wall sculpture in
Khalchayan, its plastic composition being closely related to
architecture style. According to the opinion of the discoverers
of the palace, its artistic effect was achieved by entire complex
of artistic means: "proportionality of scaling correlations,
techniques of wall partition, organic inclusion to the
architectural structure of plastics and colors [11, 13p]. The
sculpture was placed at a considerable height - 3 m above the
floor and the smooth surface of the wall served as a basis for
it. It is assumed that the walls were decorated with woven
paintings "made with great skill, distinguished by strict
adherence to the nature" [43, 101p].The statues were placed
on the panels two-meter height separated from 60-centimeter
crowning frieze by an architectural cove. That is, the interior
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was based on plastic contrast. For example, to emphasize the
central part among the other composition, the architect 'in the
middle third of the main wall had arranged an extensive (5.60
m) but shallow (75 cm) niche‖ [16, 46p]. The building itself was
small in scale, and to emphasize its monumentality and
visually to expand its interior, the sculptors correlated the
height of zofor (1.40 m) to 6-meter span of the building. Frieze
made with account of the angle of perspective, was decorated
with garlands, supported by frames of children. The images of
the frieze were original in the "very understanding of the ideal
of human beauty and its artistic expression in plastic forms"
[44, 61p]. Often in these images there was observed a
deliberate asymmetry (in the faces), the disproportion (in the
figures), aimed to correct the visual angle. For the sculpture in
Toprak-kala "a rhythmic repetition of similar sculptural groups,
determining
architectonic
division
of
interior,
was
characteristic" [45]. The style and the manner of sculpture, for
example, of friezes were the same as of acanthus, volutes.
So, it can be assumed that the ancient sculptors have been
actively involved not only in the development of sculptures, but
in architectural and decorative compositions (especially of
capitals), and the connection between the latters was very
tight. In general, the nature of decoration of the premises
depended on the functions of the latter: "household and
service rooms were modestly furnished, as for residential and
ceremonial rooms they were finished with the appropriate
splendor‖ [46, 67p]. The sculpture, obeying the architecture,
served as an element of its design. In Bactria a monumental
sculpture "was designed primarily to be installed in the
temples" [22, 901p]. In architectural decoration in Airtam "the
sculpture with the busts of musicians, gift-bearers was
subjected to the unified principle of division of the entire space
into rhythmic segments" [47, 86].As an example, one may
consider the case when the sculpture had a religious or
symbolic significance, and was a crucial element in resolving
the entire interior ("Hall of Warriors" in Toprak-kale). But on the
whole, in contrast to a more constrained medieval sculpture,
antique one differed in realistic nature (right arrangement of
the figures), expressiveness (the types of faces and their
emotions), naturalness (in different curves of the body),
through which the aesthetic sides of the structures were
emphasized. Monumental characters of the structures, their
ideological concepts (for example, the idea of greatness) were
emphasized by means of sculpture. And, the most important
aspect, the sculpture differed in architectonic manner
(Buddhas - under the arches, gandharvas– between the
acanthuses), as the determinant factor was still the scale of
the monument, the height of the walls, the conditions of
observation, the very architectonics of the interior. A high
quality performance, especially in the Greco-Bactrian period,
testified to the high skills of the artists, in the best traditions of
Hellenic arts. "The artist could be acourt master from Seleucid
accompanying the king to a distant Bactria" [30, 190]. It is
assumed that in Bactria existed at least three sculptural
schools; their students were familiar with Asia Minor sculpture
schools [48, 125p]. Smooth walls of buildings were divided not
only horizontally –by friezes, zofors, but also vertically through door and window openings, columns and pilasters.
The synthesis of architecture and decorative plastic forms,
generally typical for later Hellenistic states, could be seen in
the ancient Bactrian capitals - Corinthian and composite ones,
representing a complete architectural form. Professional
masters "were widely using the approach of architectonic
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arrangement of figures by rhythmic division of columns,
pilasters, arches, acanthuses" [16, 98p]. Masters-scabblers
had actively used and transformed the classical acanthuses,
placing them not vertically, but obliquely, "for a viewer."
Bactrian acanthus was more succulent, fleshy. Corinthian
capitals (Khatyn-Rabat, Shahrinau) had a stocky quantities,
and accordingly, the acanthus was flattened and deformed.
This phenomenon, as G.A. Pugachenkova explains was not a
degradation of the alien and thus incomprehensible
architectural and decorative forms, but another aesthetic
insight into its nature, its expressive means and opportunities.
Interestingly, among acanthus in Corinthian capitals the
sculptors had placed human half-figures (Termez, SurkhKotal), and in composite capitals–with human figures in the
middle part, in the top they placed the pairs of animals facing
in different directions. It could be humpback bulls (Karatepa,
Sham-Kala), birds of prey, winged gryphons (in Shahrinau)
completely depicted. They, like acanthus, were placed with a
slight inclination forward, which "indicated an exact calculation
of the masters, so the sculptures could be easily seen from
below» [49,38]. This inclusion of human half-figures into the
capitals was a distinctive feature of Kushan, Parthian and
Gandhara architecture [50, 41p]. In monumental architecture
of Khorezm Corinthianized pilasters were unknown. Instead,
they used an original architectonic approach: the circles
pressed into the walls, large volute-like capitals (the Halls in
Toprak-Kala).

2.7. COLOUR
The main features of ancient art were the harmony and
proportionality, a sense of proportion and tact in everything.
The color was anaddition to a better perception of threedimensional sculpture, revealing its plastic forms. Considering
the fact that interiors were mostly shaded, and the basic
material - clay "had weakened the sharpness of shadows and
penumbras", the introduction of color, made the sculpture
come to life and acquire a definite vitality, and had enlivened
the interior. «The brightness of the painting was conditioned
apparently by the lack of lighting: the rooms were without
windows and were illuminated by means of light holes or
doors" [35, 67p]. The paint used was made of minerals and
primary colors were red (for the faces and the exposed parts
of the body) of different shades, white (the clothes), black (to
highlight facial features, hair), yellow. Sometimes the gilding
was applied. For example, the sculpture of Oxus temple at
Takhti-Sangin, made in free plastic manner, had a "tectonic
decorative polychrome (pink tanned naked parts of the body,
white clothes)‖ [30, 181p], the gilding testified to the
experience and skill of the sculptors. Or, for example, the
sculptures in Fayaztepa and Ai-Khanum were covered with
gold sheets; in shaded interior the shimmering shine stressed
the plastics of clay and the sculpture acquired a so-called
illusory life (DT-1, DT-7). Were there certain canons in the
choice of colors? According to G.A. Koshelenko, at certain
periods it was strictly instructed, "which colors could be used
for coloring of certain parts of the stupa, which are acceptable
in their décor" [51, 41].

3. PAINTING
The same situation was with painting, in many cases related to
sculpture, and, according to G.A. Pugachenkova, in the
ancient architecture of Uzbekistan plastic art prevailed over
picturesque one. According to Hares Mitilensky, a historian of
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Alexander the Great, monumental paintings adorned the walls
of temples and palaces, as well as the homes of barbarians
[52], it was known long before the Greeks came to Central
Asia and it had its own heritage: the oldest examples of
paintings were related to the Neolithic VI century BC (paintings
in Pesedzhiktepa). Painted panels of ancient times were found
in Khorezm, Sogda, Bactria, Parthia, and, accordingly, there
they had the art schools. Wall monumental painting "served as
a part of the interior decor of buildings for religious and secular
purpose" [22, 92p]. The interior of the temple in KazaklyYatkan of Kangui period were decorated with painting and
sculpture, the examples of early findings include the murals of
IV-III centuries BC in Koi-Krylgan-Kala (the so-called "Archer")
and on the site Kaparasin Southern Khorezm [53, 62p]. Wall
painting was used in buildings of religious and secular
purpose. "This art was strongly influenced by Greek art and
then by Iranian, Indian and other Oriental civilizations [54,
174p]. According to its ideological content, the painting
wassecular (the Palace in Halchayan, Dalverzintepa) and
religious (Fayaztepa, Karatepa, the temple of Nana goddess in
Dalverzintepa). Religious art had a Buddhist or Bactrian
character. The painting was characterized by a linear manner,
tending to graphic art, colored picture, as well as by broad
bold lines, originality. These were mostly the murals in aivans,
halls; the wall to be painted was smoothed and the paint was
applied on white priming color (gypsum), or clay. In the
Buddhist caves the paintings was applied directly on the walls.

3.1. USED MATERIAL
The loess with the addition of adobe served as a material for
plaster. The artists were the masters of brushes and paints.
The paints were made of minerals of local origin in intense
bright shades, demanded by bad lighting conditions (usually
artificial). The varied shades of color were obtained by the
introduction of whitewash. Red color had dominated in the
background to paint the walls and panels. For example, in the
well-lit section in Karatepa the walls were covered by paintings
with red panel across the bottom, and the dark rooms –by
white color and 'picturesque images in the caves were
interrupted at the borders of lighted areas [55, 148p]. "Some
monuments had a solid wall coloring only (guest-room of
residential house in Khatyn-Rabat, the New Nisa temple),
without any decorative elements. However, depending on the
light there was used a polychrome (in ground yards) and
monochrome (in cave corridors) picture composition (in KaraTepa). Monochrome painting could be placed frieze-like (in
Kara-Tepa on the wall of a narrow corridor bypass), "forcing
the viewer ―to read" it gradually as he moved along the wall"
[56, 35].
3.2. PAINTING ARRANGEMENT IN THE INTERIOR
The special places were set for sculptures, and certain nichesfor the paintings. For example, the temple at Kazakly-Yatkan
(Khoresm, II-I centuries BC) had rectangular cells (60 x 45sm),
each of which contained the painting of more than 200
portraits [57] of sacred character. There are examples when
the panels (in the Hall in Halchayan) and votive niches (rooms
of residential house in Dalverzintepa) were painted by masters
with ornaments. They never repeated, and even in one
monument "each form was applied on one wall only" [55,
148p]. So, the bypass corridors in Buddhist complex in
Karatepa were done in the form of a border from mesh division
in the form of red squares, petal rosettes or "ribbons" [58]. The
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painting had a plot (secular or religious-mythological theme),
and an ornament; however, compared with medieval painting,
it came to us only in fragments. An interesting feature was a
habit to finish the drawing with a thin black line, with which the
artist had completed the work. The technique of painting was a
kind of glue tempera that was applied on dry material
(alsekko). The manner of painting was plane, but sometimes
to give a volume, chiaroscuro and shading by red lines along
the edge of the contour was used (in the temple at
Dalverzintepa).In the polychrome paintings a color modeling
was used, aimed to achieve a three-dimensional character of
the figure (in Kara-Tepa), and in monochrome painting - a
modeling of lines was used. It should be noted that the
technique of painting in Bactria-Tokharistan of Kushan period
was greatly influenced by late Roman tradition of painting: "in
an effort of the artists to convey the relief and the volume of
the images" [59, 19p]. Later the painting becomes planar. Wall
paintings were used in the temples, palaces and homes of rich
class, and not only in interiors, but in aivans as well. According
to Ktesias’ regulations, during the campaigns of Alexander the
Great to Asia, the houses in Sogdihad the images of the
legends on Zariadre and Odatide [60]. Scenic panels could be
located on the main walls and in niches (the temple in
Erkurgane), on the columns. The plot of the composition was
chosen depending on its location. Thus, in dimly lit niches the
bars imitating the windows [61] were depicted, while the walls
were covered with plot paintings. High professional masters
had considered the architectonics of a wall in the arrangement
of sculptures and in the placement of painted panels they took
into account the level of observation, its location. According to
interior dimensions they selected the height and the width of
the panels. For example, aivans paintings in Halchayan
Palace, were located on three walls up to the level of window
openings, and above followed the sculpture. Inthe Temple of
Dioscurus (Dilberjin) the murals of 2.15 m high and 1.60 m
wide were placed symmetrically on either side of the doorway
in the front wall, "above the eye level of the people entering
the temple" [62, 91p]. These panels were framed by
ornamental borders (Khalchayan, temple in Dalverzintepa), by
angular wooden pilasters on marble bases (Dilberjin). Also, by
the paintings the masters had emphasized a dominant position
of a certain significant place. For example, in temple courtyard
in Karatepa such place was a south portico, decorated with
plot murals.

3.3. PAINTING TYPES
An ornament or architectural and decorative paintings were
often used in the murals, particularly at Kushan period. An
ornament had presented "a combination of plant sprouts with
geometric shapes (white circles on a black background), or
just a streak of red, brown color" [39, 466p]. This pattern
formed the panels and the main entrance (Khalchayan
Palace), edged the borders (the house and the temple in
Dalverzintepa, Buddhist monastery in Karatepe). For example,
in Dalverzin temple the ornamental borders have been
decorated by a combination of plant sprouts and geometric
patterns. An example could be given of the ornaments of plant
nature (on the panel of eastern wall in Halchayan hall), which
created the illusion of embroidered fabrics or the ornaments in
the form of geometric patterns. According to E.V. Rtveladze,
the technique, style, and color palette in the monumental
painting have maintained the Hellenistic features, while at
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Kushan period the painting was enriched with new plots, new
artistic style.

[5] Bartenev I.A., Batazhkova V.N. Essays on the History
of Architectural Styles. - M., 1983.: 384p.

3.4. SCULPTURE AND PAINTING COMBINATIONS
It is interesting to note that in monuments the paintings were
often combined with sculpture (Toprak-kala, Khalchayan),
sometimes they share the similar plots, color effect, painting
technique, and the line between them was "unstable,
changeable, and often difficult to establish"[45, 98p]. For
example, the painting and stucco served as a background and
setting for a monumental sculpture in the Hall of the Kings
(Toprak-kala); in Dalverzin temple a round volume sculpture
was located above the painted panels. In a residential house
in Dalverzintepa statue of seated Goddess the Great was
placed in front entrance in the niche and around it picturesque composition and "pictorial images and sculptures
in small scale, corresponding to the size of the chapel" [23,
160p]. In the hall of Halchayan Palace "the division of the wall
with the painting corresponded to compositional laying out of
sculptural panels on the other three walls of the hall" [63,
145p]. This fact is another confirmation of the fact that the
synthesis of the arts in ancient times was one of the important
components in the formation of a special style, called by G.A.
Pugachenkovaa mythological realism. This style was created
by high-class professionals, and in every historical and cultural
area there was an independent art center: in Khoresm,
Bactria, Sogdi. S.P. Tolstov has noted the similarity of
Khoresm art school to Mediterranean one, to Kushan-Gandhar
traditions. And the formation of Bactrian art school was greatly
influenced by Buddhism (as well as by Hellenic and Iranianspeaking culture).

[6] World History of Architecture, v. II. - M., 1973.

CONCLUSION
The most important thing was that a sculpture and
monumental painting presented an organic unity with respect
to architecture, had enriched it by color and plastic solution,
emphasizing and strengthening by means of art the
architectonics of the interior. It is well-known, that "the tectonic
structure of architectural form is emphasized by a sculpture,
painting"[64, 69p]. Interior decorations were completed by
beautiful patterned fabrics, carpets, rugs [43]. Sometimes
small-scale buildings displayed a monumental piece of
architecture thanks to the professional use of pictorial means.
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